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WELCOME TO STEAL IT BOX

the blooming allure 
of spring and summer
!e good ol" days are still to come and we believe 
that happens with an inviting space. Your home is 
de#ned by the pieces that speak to your heart and 
should transition with you as the seasons change. 
!is seasonal box sparks the excitement of 
blooming $owers and the #rst warm day that come 
with spring and summer.  !e modern yet 
traditional colors and shapes all tie together to bring 
you the most inviting display for the season. We 
truly believe that this box will not only elevate your 
style, but that it will also spark joy to all those that 
get to experience its beauty. 

In collaboration with this box"s guest curator, 
Tamara of @bridgewaydesigns, our team has 
poured their hearts and devoted so much time and 
attention into the curation of this collection. We 
love being able to bring you turnkey style that will 
be a part of your traditions for years to come. It"s our 
mission to make it easy for you to build a home you 
can fall in love with time and time again. Here"s to a 
new season and our next chapter on this design 
journey together% 

YASMIN MITCHELL

CEO of Decor Steals

https://www.instagram.com/bridgewaydesigns/


@jamiewardtv
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&At times, I #nd myself reminiscing of 
sharp cold air, long nights, and delicate 
lights gleaming from the eaves of the 
house.'But change is inevitable, so give me 
change% And with change, give me the 
newest Steal It Box% I wanted my 
handpicked curated box with Decor Steals 
to re$ect the change that comes with 
warmer weather.''I wanted it to be 
simplistic and classy. 

a message 
from tamara
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From the showstopper of a bench that can 
be staged by the front door for grandkids 
to remove their shoes, to the welcoming 
artichoke that symbolizes hope and joy, to 
the cutting board perfect for serving loved 
ones, these pieces were designed to be 
shared with others. With the abundance of 
spring and the warmth of summer, we 
should give our hearts to the change of the 
earth and to the beauty of growth.(



OUR INSPIRATION

natural, functional, 
& unwavering beauty
E)ortless design is the the key theme to the 
items inside this season"s box. High-quality 
elegance and seasonal enchantment all 
combine to create a display of natural beauty, 
perfect for spring and summer. !e versatility 
of this box will tie perfectly into almost every 
style and #t $awlessly with your previous Steal 
It Box items as well. While the products in this 
box hint to the easy-breezy nature of the spring 
and summer seasons, they are designed to be 
perfect as foundational pieces all year around. 
!is box"s styled photos are courtesy of 
@jamiewardtv, @homebydesign.nc, and 
@bentleyblonde.

COLOR PALETTE

FINISHES & TEXTURES

https://www.instagram.com/jamiewardtv/
https://www.instagram.com/homebydesign.nc/
https://www.instagram.com/bentleyblonde/
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WOOD BENCH

padded natural 
wood bench

!is striking wood bench will bring 
natural beauty and incredible versatility 
to your home. Our bench is cra*ed from 
pine wood and features curved handles 
to give your space a natural and 
welcoming charm. !e included cushion 
is removable allowing you to easily wash 
the cushion and to customize the bench 
to the look you desire. With a fresh wood 
tone and natural color palette, this piece 
will #t in to your decor style all year 
round. From entryway to bedroom to 
any of your living spaces, this versatile 
gem will be your newest favorite focal 
piece, hands down.

Dimensions: 42” x 15.5” x 20.5”. 
Cushion: hand wash or machine wash 



STYLE TIP 
Remove the included cushion and our 
wood bench can be used as a co)ee table 
as well, pictured above.

WOOD BENCH



HANDMADE BLACK BOWL

Dimensions - Overall size: 10.6” D X 4” H. Opening diameter: 8”
Do not use any abrasive household cleaners. 
Use with wrapped foods only.

Lingering wonder and boastful charm are  
the epitome of this handmade distressed 
bowl. With its brushed #nish giving it 
rustic $are, this display piece delivers a 
striking look in any space. Fill it with 
succulents to create an indoor rock garden 
or dress it up with pinecones for a 
seasonal touch. You"ll have endless 
opportunities to give this piece its shining 
moment and it will carry you easily 
through all of life"s seasons.

handmade black bowl





WOOD CUTTING BOARD

Dimensions - Overall size: 23.75” x  7.75” x 0.75”
Handle height: 3”. Rope length: 4”.
Care instructions: Hand wash. Season regularly with food-grade 
mineral oil and food-safe conditioner.

pine wood 
cutting board

!is is the essential piece for entertaining 
and the perfect addition to your 
tablescapes. !is pine wood cutting 
board is the ideal companion to display 
all things delicious all throughout the 
year. Carefully designed with imported 
pine wood and "nished with food-safe 
organic oil, this piece is a must-have 
staple. It can be used to present your 
favorite charcuterie, cheese, fruit, and 
even desserts. Invite your friends and 
family over for a quaint gathering to 
utilize this beautiful piece#





MAGNOLIA GREENERY

magnolia leaves
garland/wreath

What better way to invite the season of 
change than with the beautiful foliage of 
a magnolia tree. !e leaves of a magnolia 
signify the rejuvenating feel that comes 
along with warmer weather, but their 
neutral charm will carry you throughout 
every season. !e glory of this piece is in 
its metamorphosis. Not only can you 
display this beauty as a wreath, but you 
can easily turn it into a captivating 
garland for your mantels or tablescapes. 
It"s real-touch leaves o)er an enriching 
appeal and keep your space looking 
elegant and sophisticated. 
Dimensions: 6’ Garland or 23” Wreath
For indoor use only.



MAGNOLIA GREENERY

Use this piece as a garland or a wreath!



CAST IRON CANDELABRA

cast iron
candelabra

Versatile, sleek, and vintage $are are the 
words that roll o) the tongue when 
thinking about our Cast Iron Candelabra. 
!is decor piece will add a timeless and 
delightful element to any room in your 
home. Add this stunning piece to your 
mantel, table, or counter to style up any 
blank or bland space. Easily transition 
this piece through every season with its 
classic design and brushed gold #nish. 
!e textures will awaken your curiosity 
and bring focus to those once 
unappealing spaces.
Dimensions: 8” x 5” x 10”
Candle opening diameter: 0.87" 



CAST IRON CANDELABRA



ARTICHOKE STATUE

artichoke
finial statue

Delightfully unexpected and bursting with 
unearthed charm, this Artichoke Finial 
Statue is the perfect piece to add to your 
space. !e artichoke is o*en regarded as a 
symbol for hope and prosperity. Our 
Artichoke Statute is hand-distressed to 
show o) every intricate detail. Providing 
both a re#ned and welcoming aesthetic to 
your decor, you"ll #nd that it truly is the 
#nishing touch to your space.
Dimensions: 4”x 4” x 6.2”





METAL SIGN

“the good ol’ days”
metal sign

Dripping with charm and presented with 
a bold matte #nish, this &!e Good Ol" 
Days( Sign is the daily reminder we all 
need. It"s a saying that truly can resonate 
with everyone and #lls any space with a 
sense of wonder and calmness. !e four 
holes in each corner of the sign make it 
easy to hang or you can simply lean 
against any wall or decorative items as a 
styling option. Build this sign into your 
already beautiful decorative displays or 
make it the starting point. Its impactful 
yet classic matte black #nish makes it the 
perfect addition to any decor style. 
Dimensions: 6.9” x 14” 



METAL SIGN



ABOUT DECOR STEALS

brought to you 
by decor steals

Steal It Box is brought to you by the Decor 
Steals team. Our team is comprised of 
individuals who have a serious passion for 
aesthetics. Decor Steals is a daily deal site 
featuring three new home decor deals every 
single day. Our pieces are unique and 
on-trend, yet our prices are so much lower 
than the rest – that is why our deals are called 
steals% If you like the items in this Steal It Box, 
check out www.decorsteals.com for additional 
unbeatable home decor steals%

www.decorsteals.com @DecorSteals

THREE NEW
STEALS
EVERYDAY

S5 FAST
FLAT RATE
SHIPPING 

EMAIL
EXCLUSIVE
DEALS

FAMILY
OWNED IN 
THE USA

https://www.decorsteals.com


ABOUT DECOR STEALS

FROM DECOR STEALS
Shop a similar look at www.decorsteals.com:

Wall Basket with Faux Leather Handle

Oversized Distressed Finish Scale

Gathered Olive and Twig Wreath

67-Inch Premium Lush Potted Olive Tree

@tablefor5please

@randilynnblog

1
2

3

4

https://www.decorsteals.com/wall-basket-with-faux-leather-handle-6174.html
https://www.decorsteals.com/oversized-distressed-finish-scale-4625.html
https://www.decorsteals.com/gathered-olive-and-twig-wreath-9856.html
https://www.decorsteals.com/faux-olive-tree-67-inch-premium-lush-potted-olive-tree-12919.html


JOIN OUR COMMUNITY

@farmhousebargainhunter

@designsbyashleyknie

join our
community

Now that you"ve seen the styling possibilities 
with the fall box, we"d love to see how you"re 
using your pieces% Use #stealitbox and tag 
@decorsteals on Instagram% Don"t forget to 
join the Steal It Box Facebook Group to 
become a part of the Steal It Box community%

1

2

https://www.instagram.com/decorsteals/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/283524809665303


JOIN OUR COMMUNITY

@thegatewayhome

SHOP THE ABOVE LOOKS
For a similar look, at www.decorsteals.com:

Rustic Turned Wood Co)ee Table

Ornate Gleaming Gold Mirror

55-Inch-Long Every Family Has A Story 
Wooden Sign

3

https://www.decorsteals.com
https://www.decorsteals.com/chunky-turned-wood-coffee-table-22921-22921.html
https://www.decorsteals.com/gold-mirror-ornate-gleaming-6370.html
https://www.decorsteals.com/55-inch-long-every-family-has-a-story-wooden-sign-3169.html
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